
WECO eCommerce
Feature Overview

Technology 

WECO E-Commerce is a certified add-on installed directly into an SAP ECC or S/4HANA system. It’s 
built on the SAP NetWeaver platform using BSP and ABAP. WECO can run in a single system 
landscape (core SAP and NetWeaver are the same physical system); or a two-system landscape (core 
SAP and NetWeaver are separate machines).  WECO E-commerce leverages standard SAP processes 
such as Order Simulation and Order Creation BAPI’s so all existing customer business logic is honored 
and does not need to be replicated to the eCommerce web site.

Product Catalogs 
Product catalogs in WECO E-commerce combine real-time material data from SAP to rich content such 
as images, videos, exploded drawings, datasheets, reviews and comments. In a B2B scenario, it’s 
possible to have multiple catalogs which can be determined out-of-the-box by sales organization, 
customer or user. Catalog views allow customization of catalogs by sales organization, customer, or user 
such that product categories can be visible or hidden based on specified criteria.  

Interactive data about materials in the product catalog content such as images, videos, etc. can be 
stored on a separate content management web-server where they can be easily maintained. In the 
WECO Product Catalog, this content is then accessible by direct linking (URLs) in the catalog data store. 

Dynamic catalogs enhance the standard catalog functionality by generating catalogs on-the-fly at run-
time based on various data requirements. For example, a dynamic catalog can be built for materials that 
have pricing condition or customer material info records.

Variant configuration 
Configurable products can be added to the normal product catalogs.  SAP characteristics and classes 
assigned to a material master appear automatically as drop-down selections on the product detail page 
in the catalog.  All object dependencies, variant pricing conditions, etc. are honored. 
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Shopping Cart 
Adding items to the shopping basket can be performed in multiple ways. Users can select items from 
the product catalog, enter SKUs directly into the line item of the basket, add from order history or 
order templates, or by mass uploading from a file.  Pricing, partner data, ATP schedule-lines, header and 
item text, complete delivery flag, and attachments are all available within the basket. During check-out, 
shipping and payment methods are easily configurable and can vary from simple selection options to 
complex integration with third party shipping and payment processors

Business Processes 
WECO E-Commerce provides users access to their transactional data such as orders, deliveries, and 
invoices. The types of documents available is easily configurable and access to data can be controlled 
using standard SAP security and authorization objects. All associated output such as invoices, packing 
slips, bill of lading, and invoices are also available making this a truly 24/7 self-service solution.  SAP 
Document flow linking orders, deliveries, and invoices are all part of the standard solution. 

Customer Maintenance 

SAP Customer Master data is accessible in WECO E-Commerce in real-time but is not modified by the 
application. All maintenance of the customer master data is performed using standard SAP 
functionality.  Users are linked to their SAP customer accounts within the configured sales areas (Sales 
Organization/Distribution Channel/Division). 

Built-In Analytics 

WECO E-Commerce has a built functionality for customer browsing behavior tracking and 
comprehensive analytics using Clickstream Analysis. Using Clickstream, it is possible to track how long a 
user stays on the web site, what products and areas they visit, etc. The Clickstream data is stored 
directly in SAP and can be analyzed with the delivered reports or transferred for further reporting using 
standard tools such as SAP Business Warehouse (BW). 
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